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About This Game

Put on a lizard and go for an adventure!

Choose your lizard carefully. You can find six different ones scattered across the land, each with its own special ability.

You'll need these abilities as you make your difficult journey through many dangerous places. Carefully hop your way to the top
of an active volcano. Surf down a surging river. Swim an underwater lake. Ascend a snowy mountaintop. What kind of strange
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creatures will you meet? Can you unravel the mysteries of Lizard?

Lizard is an original game for the NES, presented here on various Steam supported platforms. If you're looking for the NES
ROM or a cartridge, please visit the website.

Content advisory:

Tricky platforming gameplay. There is an "easy" mode but many find it difficult.

Coin currency that is of dubious value.

Too small for details tiny pixelated nudity.

Spooky skeletons.

Strange concept of death that may not reflect reality.

An obscure tobacco reference?

A mug of coffee somewhere.

You'll get lost.
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Title: Lizard
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Brad Smith
Publisher:
Brad Smith
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018
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English,French,German
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Game has so many secrets...no way you\u00b4ll be able to find them all on your first playthrough. 10+hrs to beat the game and
collect all coins easy!. Okay first off, you die in one hit and enemies behave randomly. If that wasn't bad enough, checkpoints
are VERY infrequent. I played for like 30 minutes and found TWO. One at the very start, and a second one as I dropped down
into a cave.
That sort of difficulty would still be fine if the controls were good. They're not. You slide just enough for it to feel slippery, and
you have almost no control over your movement in the air.
Worse still, the game revolves around finding new Lizards to gain new abilities, except you have to swap your current one out to
use the new one. You have to leave the old Lizard where you found the new one, and you don't keep the new Lizard if you die. I
am quite sure the game would expect me to backtrack repeatedly to swap out Lizards.

Oh and there are tiny blue frogs that kill you. They are hard to see, and there are green frogs that are perfectly harmless. These
frogs jump randomly!
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